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ABSTRACT
Suing, Robin Marie. Who’s Teaching Whom? A Dance Concert Exploring Teacher-Led, StudentLed, and Collaborative Choreographic Methods. Unpublished Master of Arts thesis,
University of Northern Colorado, 2022.
The purpose of this study was to create a positive learning environment where students
with a range of dance backgrounds can flourish. The goal was to discover the feeling responses
of college students to teacher-led, student-led, and collaborative choreography to determine the
importance of a balance between teacher-led and student-centered instruction. Information from
this project will be used to inform curriculum planning in future dance courses. The following
essential questions were used as a guide when assessing the qualitative and quantitative answers
to the surveys and interview questions given to the participating students:
Q1

What similarities and differences are found in the emotional responses to the
different choreographic methods of teacher-led, student-led, and collaborative
choreography?

Q2

How did the emotional responses correlate with the students’ previous dance
experience?

Q3

How did students assess advantages to each choreographic method and how can
that be transferred into the dance classroom?

The research instruments used for this project included an entrance survey, three
intermittent surveys, a post-survey, and several interviews from volunteers. There was a total of
twenty participants who were all college students at a rural university in the Midwest of the
United States.
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Several limitations of this study included an imbalance of the number of teacher-led
versus student-led routines, time constraints, styles of dances in the performance, format of the
collaborative dance process, and a limited number of intermittent surveys.
In conclusion, the researcher found great significance in incorporating teacher-led
student-centered methods after evaluating the participant responses. The participants were very
receptive to learning from their peers, and in fact preferred the student-led method as they found
the most inspiration and friendship nurturing through this method. However, participants were
able to find benefits of all choreographic methods which shows the need for a balance of teacherled and student-centered activities in curriculum planning.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
Goal of Thesis
Imagine a first-year college student signing up for a class called “Fundamentals of
Dance.” This student has no prior dance experience and just wanted to sign up for fun and
because the class satisfies an activity requirement of the institution. The student walks into class
and is joined by ten other students; two of the classmates have been competition dancers since
they could walk, two others have taken ballet classes all through high school, three classmates
have no experience with dance, and the other three are theatre majors that don’t have dance
experience but are familiar with performing on stage. How is this first-year student going to feel
being surrounded by such a wide variety of knowledge and experience with dance? Will he or
she feel worried they won’t be able to keep up, nervous about dancing in front of others, or
maybe anxious about their own creative movement abilities?
Now imagine a student from the same “fundamentals” class, but from the perspective of
the experienced competition dancer. This experienced dancer signed up for the class as a way to
continue dancing after high school, even if a lot of the content was already known. How is that
student going to feel surrounded by those with less experience? Will he or she feel like they are
going to be bored, or worried that they’re going to come across as arrogant, or feel nervous that
they must be the exemplar student in this class?
In the above scenario, it is the responsibility of the instructor of this higher education
dance class to establish student autonomy while also fostering a challenging, engaging, and
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collaborative learning environment for their students. Furthermore, the instructor must create this
environment among adult students with a wide range of dance experience – in the same
classroom. A dance educator or choreographer in higher education must make sure that each
student is being challenged and growing in different ways no matter what background they have
in dance. While challenging the students to grow and develop physical technique, their mental
and emotional health must also be considered. Students with significant dance experience may
have negative feelings if they are not being challenged to expand upon their existing knowledge.
Students with little dance experience may have negative feelings if the language or choreography
is beyond their abilities or if they feel left behind in the learning process.
Traditional private dance studio instruction, especially studios that participate in
competitions, often leave little room for creative collaboration when choreography is being
taught. As stated in Ali B. Duffy and Allison Beaty’s article “Flexibility of Artistic Roles and
Shared Ownership between Dance Educators and Students in Choreography and Performance,”
“There is very little room for dancer input, interpretation, or feedback in this traditional model”
(130). This rigorous type of instruction can lead to a lack of engagement or loss of autonomy for
a student striving to meet the expectations of the choreographer. While there are definitely
benefits to solely teacher-led instruction, peer-led instruction and collaborative learning are also
valuable parts of a well-balanced classroom.
A well-balanced classroom will have parts of the lessons where each student will be able
to succeed at one point or another. Experienced dance students might thrive on technique and
vocabulary and find more challenge with improvisation, while other students with less formal
training may find the opposite to be true. A well-balanced lesson plan incorporates sections of
both teacher-led and collaborative or improvisational learning. “When alternating skills and
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improvisation, all of the students are successful at some point in the lesson. When they are out of
their comfort zone, they learn to take risks in a positive atmosphere and grow in a holistic way”
(Gilbert 32). We also lose the chance for student engagement and higher learning, regardless of
prior dance knowledge, when we do not provide a chance for student involvement and creativity.
As Penelope Hanstein stated in her article “Educating for the Future – A Post-Modern Paradigm
for Dance Education,” “…when taught only as the replication of steps, as a closed system in
which the ends are preset and the outcomes tightly controlled, we fail to promote the kind of
inquiry, imaginative thinking, and discovery necessary for ordering our experience and making
sense of our lived world” (56).
The goal of this project was to discover the feeling responses of college students to
teacher-led, student-led, and collaborative choreography to determine the importance of a
balance between teacher-led and student-centered instruction. The researcher wanted to compare
student responses after learning choreography from a college faculty member, a peer student, as
well as after choreographing dance pieces collectively as a group. The researcher also wanted to
find out how those feeling responses correlated with the students’ previous dance training.
Finally, the researcher will use information from this project to inform curriculum planning in
future dance courses.
The following essential questions were used as a guide when assessing the qualitative and
quantitative answers to the surveys and interview questions given to the participating students:
Q1

What similarities and differences are found in the emotional responses to the
different choreographic methods of teacher-led, student-led, and collaborative
choreography?

Q2

How did the emotional responses correlate with the students’ previous dance
experience?
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Q3

How did students assess advantages to each choreographic method and how can
that be transferred into the dance classroom?

Purpose of Study
The university where this study was conducted did not have any sort of dance curriculum
but looked to develop a program that would be part of the existing theatre curriculum. There is a
dance and cheer team through the athletics department of the university which focuses on rote
style learning and precision athletic technique. The curriculum looking to be developed in
conjunction with theatre curriculum would have a different philosophy from the dance and cheer
team, focusing on dance in more of an artistic, creative, and collaborative way. As a dance
curriculum is implemented, the classes offered will need to be tailored to all students with many
backgrounds. The dance classes offered will likely be recreational for many students and only
required in the theatre major’s academic plan. Therefore, a blend of rigorous and enjoyable
activities will need to be implemented in future dance classes at the university.
The purpose of this research study was to create a positive learning environment where
students with a range of dance backgrounds can flourish in multiple ways. Students should be
able to experience the physical benefits of taking dance classes while learning something new,
whether it is simply a different learning style from what they are used to or a new technique or
genre. When it comes to learning dance and choreography, students should feel like their voice
matters, their personal story matters, and their movement choices matter. Students learning from
peers and collaborating on a dance piece teaches invaluable life lessons that go beyond simply
learning dance moves; they learn cooperation, compromise, adaptability, and creativity to name a
few.
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Anne Green Gilbert writes extensively about teacher-led and student-centered classrooms
in her book Brain-Compatible Dance Education. She explains the importance of collaboration in
choreography and how it must be incorporated into dance curriculum.
Choreography often requires collaboration, which is valuable for the development of
interpersonal intelligence, and it also requires time. Sharing and reflecting on
choreography can be time consuming as well. However, learning about all aspects of
choreography and having the opportunity to create dances is so valuable for students that
the dance curriculum must be organized in a way that makes this learning experience
possible. (Gilbert 199)
The students that learned how to choreograph and teach choreography could also gain
these valuable skills in addition to those of organization, people management and interaction,
empathy, and more. Learning how to choreograph is “…conducive to improving social skills,
innovative competence, and intrinsic motivation” (Hsia and Hwang 279).
Creating choreography also involves critical thinking. When students are required to use
critical thinking and depend on their own creativity and problem-solving, they develop a deeper
understanding. “When you are told what to do, it keeps you from having to solve problems and
make your own decisions. You may mistakenly believe that if you follow someone else, rather
than make your own decisions, you are less likely to make a mistake” (Green 4). This project
could create a safe space to make “mistakes” and grow from them.
In addition to creating a positive learning environment in the dance classroom, the
purpose of this study is to assess the value of blending teacher-led and student-centered learning,
especially regarding creating dances. This research project was done in the performance
environment without the pressure of competition or judgment. The students focused on telling a
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story through dance as art – rather than perfecting combinations and tricks to be scored
objectively. When students are challenged to be a part of the dance-making process rather than
repeating movements without personal input they achieve a new level of critical thinking. As
Brenda Pugh McCutchen wrote about in her book Teaching Dance as Art in Education, dance
education is extremely important for fundamental skill building. “I believe that educational
dance deserves to be a core subject because it refines motor skills and presents challenging
subject matter for higher-order thinking, creating, and performing. It enhances perceptual skills,
reveals new relationships, and empowers learners to discover solutions to complex problems of
time and space” (McCutchen 478). A purpose of this research study was to examine how the
participants dealt with the inevitable problems that arose when working collaboratively and
creatively, as well as how their physical and perceptual skills changed over the course of the
project.
Significance of Study
One of the most important goals for educators in higher education is to cultivate a
learning environment where its students are invested and engaged in the classroom (Kahu 758).
The significance of this study was to discover how student engagement can be achieved in the
college dance classroom through varying choreographic methods in preparation for a
performance. When students feel they are part of something important and their voice matters in
the dance creation process, they realize that dance is more than just combining and memorizing a
series of steps together. The result of this realization is another person in this world advocating
for dance and its importance in the education system and life.
For the dance educator, knowing how to teach students in such a way that creates
advocates for dance education is essential for a successful program. “Consideration of the dance
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student as a person involved in education rather than simply a body to be trained is imperative in
transformative dance technique pedagogies” (Dryburgh 89). Therefore, it is important to have a
balance in the dance classroom of teacher-led and student-centered activities. Teacher-led
activities engage students by teaching new concepts and terminology. Student-led and
collaborative activities engage students through utilizing and developing critical thinking skills,
social emotional learning, and creativity while applying what they have learned in the teacher-led
portions of class.
A challenge of creating an engaging dance curriculum is when students in the classroom
have a wide range of experiences and abilities. This is another reason why the teacher-led
student-centered balance is important – to give each student, regardless of their ability, a place
where they will feel both challenged and accomplished in every class period or rehearsal.
As the title of this thesis suggests, dance educators are capable of learning from their
students just as students learn from them. It is critical that educators strive to continue their own
learning and growth, no matter what stage of their career they are currently facing. Sherrie Barr
explained how the world is fragmented, ever-changing, “as disjointed as it is interwoven” in her
article “Collaborative Practices in Dance Research: Unpacking the Process” (52). Educators,
especially in the world of dance, cannot become complacent in their existing knowledge because
of the quickly evolving nature that is the artistry of dance. “The collaborative process also builds
upon dance scholarship’s rich history of physical and intellectual questioning, encouraging
researchers to look anew at traditions within their knowledge domains while exploring the
unfamiliar” (Barr 62). To provide an example of a teacher learning from students, as the
researcher was observing student-led rehearsals, she noticed that one of the student
choreographers would take a break from teaching choreography for “mini-lessons.” Mini-lessons
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were an opportunity for the teacher to talk about a specific dance step, such as a turning leap, and
have the students practice that step across the floor. The students responded well to these minilessons and the researcher was able to observe this positive teaching method and learn from the
student.
Dance educators will learn from their students if they remember each student that walks
into a classroom has encountered their own life experiences (dance related or not) which brings
significance to the dance making process. When a dance educator listens and recognizes the
experiences and feelings of their students, they also learn from those students and add to their
own repertoire of emotional connections.
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CHAPTER II
LITERATURE REVIEW
Choreographic Methods
Since choreography and choreographic methods can mean different things to different
people, it is important that the definitions are stated in context to this thesis project. Not only will
these definitions provide clarification for the reader, but they will also offer validation to the
importance and significance of this project.
Choreography Definition
A simple Google search of “what is choreography?” will bring up a myriad of
suggestions of what choreography could mean. The top result on a Wikipedia page states,
Choreography is the art or practice of designing sequences of movements of physical
bodies (or their depictions) in which motion or form or both are
specified…Choreography is used in a variety of fields, including ballet, opera, musical
theatre, cheerleading, cinematography, gymnastics, fashion shows, ice skating, marching
band, show choir, theatre, synchronized swimming, cardistry [magic tricks with cards],
video game production, and animated art. (“Choreography”)
This definition and examples of fields in which choreography is used seems daunting as
well as vague. In the case of this research project choreography was used in a dance setting by
designing movement sequences to various songs to be placed in a strategic order forming a
narrative. The word “choreography” can be scary to an untrained dancer because they might fear
they lack the dance vocabulary knowledge to be able to design a dance themselves. One of the
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goals of this project was to ensure that students with a wide range of experience and ability feel
they were an integral part of the dance-creating process using their feeling responses and
improvised movement rather than technical or genre-specific vocabulary to create dances.
In the context of the dance concert Unfinished, the production that was created for the
purposes of this research project, “choreography” is defined as the creation of movement based
on the feeling responses to a series of songs which form a narrative-style dance concert.
Choreographic Methods Definition
In the context of this research project, “choreographic methods” is defined as the way the
choreography is created using one of three different methods: teacher-created and taught to
groups of students, student/peer-created and taught to groups of students, and collaboratively
created dances using input from all dancers in the routine.
The way a choreographer views dance creation may have to do with the way they were
raised and taught dance themselves. Jo Butterworth wrote about a choreographic framework she
created for student choreographers to use as an instructional method. The framework contains
five elements that range from a “didactic” approach, which is completely led by the
choreographer or teacher, to a “democratic” approach, where the choreographer and students are
equal during the creative process. This framework is dynamic and fluid because the methods
used are based on student skills and their interactions which may change throughout the rehearsal
process. Butterworth acknowledged, after years of implementation, that this framework is a
beneficial learning tool which can be used to develop dancers and choreographers of all levels.
The framework “…provides experienced choreographers, whatever their genre or style, with
refreshing new ways of thinking about key social and creative aspects of dance making” (177).
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Butterworth’s framework model, as seen below in Table 1, has a similar range to the
choreographic methods used in this research project. Two of the dances were taught by a
university faculty/staff member who was also the researcher. Those two dances are referred to as
“teacher-led choreography.” This choreographic method was closely related to the didactic
methods of Butterworth’s framework. Some of the other dances were choreographed and taught
by students to their university peers and are referred to as “student-led choreography.”
Depending on the student’s instruction style and relationship with the dancers they were
teaching, this choreographic method could fall anywhere on the framework, and may flow in
between processes 1-5 throughout the rehearsal process. Finally, some of the dances were
created using a collaborative approach. The researcher provided prompts and activities to help
the students work together effectively, but ultimately the dance was created by the group in a
concerted effort. This approach to dance making falls near the fourth and fifth cells on the chart
and can be described as a democratic process.

Figure 1: Butterworth’s Simple Didactic-Democratic Framework Model (Butterworth 178)
Butterworth’s research and use of this framework model indicated there is value in
maintaining flexibility and balance in the dance classroom between teacher-led instruction and
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collaborative learning because different content is learned, and the students play varied roles in
each case.
Higher Education Dance
Instruction
As mentioned previously, one of the goals of this study was to inform dance curriculum
design for future programming through researching student responses to multiple teaching
methods. There are some aspects of dance education in higher education that need to be taken
into consideration when developing a new curriculum: one is the development of critical
thinking, another is the importance of student engagement, and yet another is considering a class
population with a wide range of backgrounds and abilities.
Development of Critical Thinking
One of the purposes of this study is to advocate for dance education in a higher education
setting where there is not already a program in place. The development of critical thinking in
students is an important element to promote when developing a new curriculum. This project
provided many opportunities for student reflection, contemplation, and critical thinking due to
the narrative nature and multiple choreographic methods included. Critical thinking and
reflection are an important skill to develop in the higher education setting no matter what career
path is chosen.
As a society, the focus is often on events happening outside oneself when the goal is
seeking to learn about external events or issues. It is more challenging when observing and
reflecting on what is going on inside oneself. “It is common to turn attention to bodily sensations
and conditions only when they are unusual, new or somehow problematic” (Sööt and Anttila
224-225). However, as Sööt and Anttila discussed in their article, one of the unique things about
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dance and the arts versus traditional academic subjects is that they “…are an arena in which the
body is central to the process of inquiry and constitutes a mode of knowing” (225).
When a student is able to think critically and reflect deeply on their experiences, they
become adaptable, flexible, collaborative, eager to learn, and are able to adjust to their
surroundings when the unexpected happens – which are all important aspects of getting through
life, and not just becoming successful in a career (Sööt and Anttila 225).
In the case of tertiary dance education and promoting critical thinking, some stereotypes
about dance might need to be addressed. For example, if a student has any experience with studio
dance training, they might think of learning to dance as learning movements with specific names
and specific body positioning, and they should not deviate from the specific technique. Fiona
Bannon and Carole Kirk wrote an article titled “Deepening Discipline: Digital Reflection and
Choreography” where they explored how and what students thought about during the process of
creating choreography. They also found many students learned dance through direct replication
of instructor materials using specific vocabulary. (289)
…experience in the university studio can be distinctly different, with encouragement to
question what may seem essential perspectives and consequently re-pattern their accepted
frames of reference. These new adventures in movement require engagement with nonlinear realms of creativity, often starting with little more than the feel of an idea. (Bannon
and Kirk 289)
Importance of Student Engagement
A classroom without student engagement is a classroom without learning. A university
without student engagement is a university that will soon be without students. The topic of
student engagement has been very popular in recent years. Ella R. Kahu discussed the topic of
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student engagement at length in her article “Framing Student Engagement in Higher Education.”
Kahu described four approaches to understanding student engagement including
…the behavioural perspective, which focuses on effective teaching practice; the
psychological perspective, which views engagement as an internal individual process; the
socio-cultural perspective, which considers the critical role of socio-cultural context; and
finally a holistic perspective, which strives to draw the strands together. (758)
One aspect of the psychological perspective measures a student’s engagement based on
their involvement with learning in the classroom (time spent on task and asking questions) as
well as time spent on extracurricular activities outside the classroom connected to the school. It
is argued that “…participation in both the classroom and wider school leads to success, which
then develops a sense of belonging which, in a perpetual cycle, further increases participation”
(Kahu 761).
All the subjects in this thesis research project were students participating voluntarily in
this university extracurricular activity. The hope was that by participating in this activity, the
students would immerse themselves further into the university culture, creating new and bonded
relationships with their peers and instructors through dance storytelling, thus becoming more
engaged with the school. Furthermore, a dance curriculum with performance opportunities would
hopefully provide regular co-curricular involvement by engaging students in both in-class
learning and out-of-class activities through a performance. Regarding the psychological aspect,
dance and theatre courses and activities can be great ways to increase student engagement.
When students are involved in peer-to-peer and collaborative activities in addition to
teacher-led activities, their engagement will develop much more than if it was simply teacher-led
because of the relationships they form with others throughout the process. Students can become
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focused less on their individual development and more on the development of the group and the
final product. These collaborative experiences nurture students’ skills outside of dance
technique, giving lifelong lessons in empathy, teaching, and learning. As Avril Huddy describes
in her article “Digital Technology in the Tertiary Dance Technique Studio: Expanding Student
Engagement Through Collaborative and Co-Creative Experiences,” without incorporating
collaboration or peer-to-peer activities in the classroom, inclusivity and connectedness becomes
limited (183).
Providing tertiary dance students with experiences that reveal the multiple applications of
what they learn in the dance studio alongside opportunities to practice and apply this
knowledge in a variety of collaborative contexts may support the continued development,
integration and application of dance beyond the health and well-being and entertainment
arenas. (Huddy 183)
Class Populations with a Wide Range
of Dance Experience
Mary Fitzgerald said it best in her article “Community to Classroom: Reflections on
Community-Centered Pedagogy in Contemporary Modern Dance Technique.” She wrote,
Given the range of learning styles, individual histories, and preconceptions of dance
present in a classroom, teaching any form of dance technique or movement practice to
students in higher education is simultaneously a great privilege and responsibility. As a
body-centered practice with deeply embedded traditions, a technique class is a politically
complex environment, loaded with emotional, physical, and artistic expectations on the
part of both students and teachers. (1)
As the researcher looked forward to creating a dance curriculum at the tertiary education level,
she realized that until the program is established with either a dance major or minor, the students
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taking new dance classes will have a variety of dance experience levels, with the majority at the
beginning level. This realization created the need for a well-rounded curriculum in which all
students could benefit and learn no matter their dance background.
To create a classroom where all can learn and benefit from the material, there needed to
be a considerable amount of democracy and student freedom to explore their creativity. The
teacher/researcher was there to help inspire, guide, prompt, and encourage student growth, while
teaching essential dance choreographic components along the way.
Returning to Jo Butterworth’s chapter in the book Contemporary Choreography, she
stated, “A range of creative dance-composing situations can be chosen to engage students both
practically and cognitively, demanding individuality, imagination and an element of ownership”
(185-86). When students are able to tap into their own creativity and improvisation while
working with other students, it no longer matters what their dance vocabulary or technique
ability is but rather how they are learning to connect the mind and body, recognize spatial
awareness, and collaboration with peers – all of which are skills that they will take with them for
the rest of their life.
A successful dance class is one that is ability inclusive, or one that acknowledges and
incorporates activities for all capabilities. Another avenue to creating the successful class is to
use methods of those who have already paved the way for dance education for all. Adam
Benjamin wrote Making an Entrance: Theory and Practice for Disabled and Non-Disabled
Dancers, which was an extremely helpful manual in the dance creation process for the researcher
because it contained both exercises for improvisation and choreography as well as guidelines on
how to effectively teach groups of students with ranges of abilities. “His [Benjamin’s]
philosophy embraces the respect of individual differences and supports individual freedom of
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choice. Benjamin uses improvisation-based techniques in implementing this philosophy” (Morris
et al. 123).
Several other experts’ philosophies should be considered when developing an inclusive
dance curriculum including those of Anne Green Gilbert as mentioned in the goal section of this
thesis and her focus on teacher-led student-centered curriculum. The techniques and philosophies
of whom inspired Gilbert should also be considered in developing inclusive curriculum, mainly
those of Rudolf Laban and Imgard Bartenieff. TAs Merry Lynn Morris discussed in her article
when using similar inclusive education techniques, “…we focus more on helping the student
access the principle concept of a movement, in his or her unique way, rather than matching or
mirroring a uniform visual image” (Morris et al. 123).
Dance Concert Production Versus
Class Content
This research project was based on the results of the process and outcome of a dance
concert and how students learned in preparation for the performance. The researcher desired to
create a dance curriculum new to the university where she is employed. Throughout,
considerations should be made for how a production process compares to curriculum models;
how do philosophies transfer between the two and what remains unique to production or
classroom respectively?
Similarities
Some of the similarities between class content and performance preparation can include
opportunities to investigate specific topics, importance of self-reflection, and fostering openmindedness in learning new material.
Dance classroom content and instruction for performance both have opportunities for
deep and detailed investigations of certain topics. For example, a thorough analyses could be
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made of the jazz dance style both in the classroom as well as throughout the choreography
process in preparation for performance. While the outcome of thorough analysis will be different
for each setting, the opportunity for comprehensive exploration exists with both areas.
The concept of self-reflection should be part of the in-class and rehearsal processes as
part of the progressivism philosophy, which is a democratic approach where student
collaboration is valuable to learning. Students that reflect on their learning before, during, and
after class can become more invested in their learning – therefore retaining the information and
improving their skills. Reflection can be directed in a number of ways, whether it’s through
journaling, student-led group discussions, or peer-to-peer discussions (Brown 4).
The activity of reflection, however, cannot be an activity in and of itself; it must be about
something. The whole point of reflection about anything is that we might develop or modify our
ways of thinking or practice, especially when it comes to dance. According to Phaedra Petsilas et
al. in their article “Creative and Embodied Methods to Teach Reflections and Support Students'
Learning,” dance education is turning to a more holistic approach, and with that approach comes
the importance of self-reflection. “We want our students to first reflect as part of a habitual
reflective practice, and then to become reflexive– that is to progress and develop as a result of
their reflections” (20). For this reason, self-reflection can be incorporated in both the classroom
and the rehearsal space as a way to expand student skills in a more holistic manner. The whole
outcome of a class or production can be altered in a positive way when utilizing self-reflection
and student involvement in the process. “A proactive and collaborative approach between
students and teachers in reflection and target setting has the potential to transform the dance
classroom from a passive, mimetic learning space to an active and engaged space” (Petsilas et al.
21).
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Another mentality that can be fostered in both the classroom and rehearsal space for
performance is one of open-mindedness. Fiona Bannon and Carole Kirk address the matter of
students new to creating dances in their article Deepening Discipline: Digital Reflection and
Choreography. When students are asked to create choreography of their own, this can be
overwhelming or intimidating, especially if the student does not have choreography background.
They might have preconceived notions about how dances are made, such as needing to know all
terminology or being able to perform every movement they envision in their mind. This is where
an instructor must work with the students fostering that open-mindedness, teaching them to
reconsider “the way we each arrive at the practice; pre-judgements, desires and learned
behaviours are all influential and often we need to turn down the volume on certain aspects in
order to hear the worth of a whisper” (291). Bannon and Kirk also go on to say that many people
are not easily comfortable exploring their creative dance abilities when they are not to rely on
traditional methods or their own knowledge of dance steps. When methods of reflection, selfanalysis are used to provoke curiosity in arts-based products, the results “can prove to be some of
the most fulfilling learning experiences for dance students” (291).
Differences
A significant difference between classroom and performance is the freedom to fail. As a
student learns and explores new movement in the classroom, the very nature of education
provides the opportunity to fail and learn from the failure in a safe environment. While there is
still the opportunity to fail and learn from the failure on the performance stage, the stakes are
much higher when considering an audience and the idea of letting fellow dance members down.
While fear of failure can be motivating for some, it can also derail motivation for others. “Even
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in a carefully constructed learning environment, there may be students with negative past
experiences, who withdraw from challenging tasks” (Haines and Torres 150).
Another difference between learning in the classroom and learning for performance is
how the content is taught. Often when preparing for a performance, students are learning
choreography from a specific genre taught by an instructor with extensive knowledge on that
genre. When learning in a classroom without a specified genre, the approach is quite different.
“Performance in the dance teaching context needs to be driven by a broader range of criteria that
encompasses choreography and responding and reflecting on the process of performance, dance
works and dancers. This view is inclusive and layered but more specifically, highlights the
interconnectedness of dance as an art form” (Stevens and Huddy 70).
Considerations
Even when a classroom is structured with a balance of teacher-led and student-centered
learning including an attempt to foster a safe learning space for everyone, competition and
hierarchy may still play an inadvertent role between students due to natural feelings and
emotions. Susan Haines and Talani Torres conducted research for their article “So We Think
You Can Learn: How Student Perceptions Affect Learning,” looking for ways to ensure ideal
learning for all students throughout the rehearsal process. “The body is both subject and
instrument in dance training. Identity and self-worth are intertwined with students’ goal mastery
of physical challenges, and status plays a key role” (151). Because of these natural or innate
feelings that can occur in both the classroom and performance rehearsals, the need for
collaboration and reflection is even more important to encourage an environment of empathy,
compassion, and understanding.
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Consideration should also be given to promote positive and developmental selfreflections. There can be a tendency for students to complain or ruminate over things that are not
going well in their classes or rehearsal processes, which is not conducive to personal growth.
“Ruminating, rather than reflecting, negatively impacts performance, self-esteem and selfefficacy” (Petsilas et al. 21). Therefore, when asking a student to reflect on their experiences, the
methodology for reflection should be such a way that supports growth, both physically and
mentally.
Students in a college dance class having any previous experience will likely have had a
technique-based instruction background, and students without previous dance experience might
have the assumption or prediction of the class to be heavily technique-based. When developing a
dance class that focuses on the holistic and creative aspects of dance in addition to technique,
previous notions need to be addressed with students. Kim Stevens and Avril Huddy wrote an
article based on their research of a “dance teaching reflective pedagogy” which was an effort to
create a holistic collaborative approach to dance education. Stevens and Huddy were striving to
overlap the methods of technique-based and creative-collaboration instruction, “building
connections for…students between functional teaching and transformative, creative,
performative teaching” (70).
Student-Involvement in the
Choreography Process
Student autonomy is an important matter when teaching dance in higher education.
Students can achieve autonomy in the college dance classroom when they are given the freedom
to make decisions and think critically. This cannot be achieved when the classroom is run from
the hierarchal philosophy where students simply receive information and do not have an
opportunity to share. In such classrooms with that hierarchal philosophy, “students miss out on
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the opportunities to make their own decisions, connect to critical thinking skills, and check for
their own refinement of technique” (Brown 1). Brown went on to say that a professional dance
company might benefit more from the didactic approach, but students at a lower level such as
high school (or college in the instance of this research project) need more time to reflect on their
work, make corrections, and refine their technique (1).
When a classroom utilizes a democratic approach, students will experience growth in
their critical thinking skills, communication, body and mind awareness, and emotional
intelligence, which is effective for all students whether they are interested in pursuing a career in
performing arts or are participating recreationally. Contemporary choreographer Renay L.
Aumiller wrote extensively about the student-centered classroom in her article “Decentering
Power: Students as Partners in Dance Education.” She emphasizes the importance of mutual
respect and shared responsibility for teaching and learning between herself and her students,
“prioritizing communication expectations and partnership in the classroom entices a sense of
ownership and involvement in their growth and development” (50). Aumiller created a “Students
as Partners” philosophy in this article, which “decenters the authority of the teaching artist to
create a space of equity and inclusivity in the deep infrastructures of educational practices
without sacrificing the quality of content that resides in the educator’s expertise” (63). This
philosophy is critical when creating an equitable classroom for all students regardless of their
abilities or experiences.
Finally, students will gain a feeling of ownership when they become involved in the
choreography process. They will gain a feeling of ownership, thus engaging and increasing
investment levels from the students. Jackie Beth Shilcutt et al. conducted research for their
article “‘You Want to Get Us Involved More’: Authorizing Student Voice in a Dance Setting”
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where they desired to see the effects of giving students input and sharing power in a dance
classroom setting. This is a sharing of power in the choreography process, which allows both the
educator and student to learn from each other, shifts dance and choreography “beyond a static
what is into a dynamic, participatory lived experience of what might be that is co-created with
our students” (Shilcutt et al. 2). A successful involvement of students in the choreography
process will not relinquish control from the educator, rather it should invite the students to share
in the learning and creative process, which will recognize and value the creativity and unique
capabilities each student brings to the classroom or rehearsal space (2).
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CHAPTER III
METHODOLOGY
As stated previously, the goal of this project was to discover the feeling responses of
college students to teacher-led, student-led, and collaborative choreography to determine the
importance of a balance between teacher-led and student-centered instruction. Another goal is to
use the information from this research to inform future curriculum decisions in the dance
classroom. The method used to achieve these goals was through producing a dance concert at the
university where the researcher worked. This chapter discusses the preparations made to conduct
research, information about the participants and choreographers, settings for the rehearsals and
performances, the final choreographic product, and research instruments and data analysis
method.
Research Preparation
The first task to begin the project was to obtain approval from the Institutional Review
Board (IRB) for the surveys and interview questions that would be asked of the subjects and
approval from the university where this study was conducted, both of which are in Appendix A.
Discussions were had with the theatre department regarding resources that would be required to
produce a dance concert such as venue, flooring, lighting, sound, and student technical crews.
Two students were selected by the researcher to serve the project as student choreographers
based on their previous dance experience as well as their observed leadership capabilities in
other roles within the theatre department. Meetings were held with the student choreographers
and the researcher to decide who would choreograph each song selected by the researcher. In
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total, there were 10 separate songs making up the concert. Publicity was created for the student
body to advertise auditions for the concert, and auditions were held about two months before
rehearsals began.
Participants and Setting
Student Population
The entire cast of the dance concert consisted of students at the university. Twenty-four
students in total participated in the dancing, and twenty agreed to be part of the research project.
Prior dance experience was not necessary to audition for the concert, and dancers with little to no
dance experience were encouraged to audition. Question one in the entrance survey asked the
students to rank their previous dance experience.
Table 1: How Would You Label Your Level of Previous Dance Experience?
Field

Number of
Participants
1

Percentage of
Participants
5

b. A little previous experience/ novice

7

35

c. Some previous experience/ developing

4

20

d. A significant amount of experience/ intermediate

7

35

e. Considerable experience/ advanced

1

5

Total

20

100

a. No experience/absolute beginner

The research subjects consisted of fifteen females and five males. To be part of the
research project, each student had to agree to participate in three dances: one led and
choreographed by the researcher known as the “teacher-led choreography,” one led and
choreographed by a peer or fellow student known as “student-led choreography,” and one that
participants would collaboratively choreograph together with the other students cast in that dance
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known as “collaborative choreography.” Only the students that agreed to be part of the research
project were involved with the collaborative choreography, whereas the four other students were
only involved with the researcher-choreographed or student-choreographed dances.
Student Choreographers
The two students that served as choreographers were invited by the researcher several
months prior to auditions of the concert. The opportunity was presented to them verbally and
they accepted. One of the students had a significant dance background consisting of taking studio
classes and attending dance competitions, starting at a young age all through high school. This
student also had some choreography experience working with younger dancers at her local
studio. The other student choreographer had some dance experience through middle school but
was selected because of her extensive theatre performance experience and leadership
capabilities. Both student choreographers met with the researcher to discuss how the dance
concert would be organized, who would choreograph which dances, and the visions that each
person had for their own choreography.
Following auditions, the researcher and choreographers met to decide casting for each
dance, making compromises and agreements with how the students would be divided. These two
students choreographed three dances each, for a total of six dances within a ten-dance concert.
They selected songs that resonated with both their personal feelings and their creative
choreography vision and abilities. For example, the student with more of a dance background
choreographed a tap dance, a stylized jazz dance, and a contemporary dance. The other student
choreographed a couple’s ballroom-style duet, a stylized hip-hop dance, as well as a
contemporary dance.
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Faculty Choreographer
The faculty choreographer of this project, who was also the researcher, choreographed
and taught two “teacher-led” routines for the dance concert. Her background in choreography
ranges from teaching recital and competition dance routines (in the genres of ballet, tap, jazz,
musical theatre, hip-hop, and pointe) for ages 3-18 to several full-length musicals for college
students and community theatre. The styles of the two dances choreographed by the researcher
were a modern/contemporary style trio and a large group stylized contemporary dance. The
modern/contemporary trio choreographed by the researcher had personal meaning. The large
group dance consisted of 24 dancers, which was every participant of the research project and the
students that opted not to participate in the research, and was the final closing number for the
dance concert.
Rehearsal and Performance Setting
Rehearsals for the dance concert took place over the course of one month prior to the
performance dates. This was a tight time frame for the researcher and participants, so rehearsals
were held for three hours most weeknights as well as Saturday mornings and afternoons. The
rehearsal schedule was based on student availability while allowing at least six hours of rehearsal
time per dance routine. Some dances needed more time than others, such as the tap dance due to
the intricate steps, and the final dance due to the number of people and scheduling challenges.
Most of the rehearsals were on campus in an aerobics room, which contained mirrors and
a sprung floor appropriate for dance, except for tap dancing. The tap dance rehearsals were held
in a smaller classroom in the theatre building, which also had mirrors and a laminated floor with
a padded layer underneath. The performance location was a black box theatre inside the theatre
building on campus. The theatre arts department rented rubber dance flooring from a neighboring
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institution and was taped down two weeks prior to the concert performance dates. Having the
space available with proper flooring enabled the final rehearsals to take place in the performance
location.
The black box theatre that held performances had a thrust configuration, with seating
banks on three sides of the performance area, and a capacity of approximately one hundred
patrons. This seating configuration had to be taken into consideration when making
choreography choices, because there would be audience members viewing from three very
different angles.
Final Choreographic Product
Concert Theme
As mentioned before, the concert consisted of ten songs, put in an order to make the
concert in the form of a narrative. The concert was titled “Unfinished; A Dance Concert,” with
an intentional use of the semicolon in the title to promote suicide awareness and prevention. The
researcher had found a special significance of the semicolon movement throughout her own life
and wanted to continue to spread that message. “The semicolon symbolizes a continuation of
someone’s life. The semicolon is a representation of strength in the middle of a storm” (“Suicide
Prevention”). The series of songs in the dance concert travelled through events or feelings one
might experience throughout life. The program contained an introductory paragraph for the
concert and each song had a heading signifying what part of life it represented. The desired
message to convey was one of hope and perseverance even in times of struggle and hardship.
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Figure 2: Screenshot of the top portion of program page 1
In addition to the dances in the concert, the researcher added three works of poetry
readings throughout the concert, written by two of the participants, and read by a student
performer. The poetry readings enhanced the narrative of the concert, provided a break for some
of the dancers in back-to-back dances and/or needing quick shoe change.
Table 2: Dance Concert Format
Order
Theme
Number Heading
1
Life Before…

Number of
Dancers
10

Type of Choreography

Style of Dance

Student-Led

Contemporary

2

Wandering

8

Collaborative

Contemporary

3

Temptation

6

Student-Led

Stylized Jazz

4

Turmoil

8

Student-Led

Stylized Hip-Hop

5

Redemption

3

Teacher-Led

Lyrical/Contemporary

6

Healing

9

Student-Led

Contemporary

7

Peace

12

Collaborative

Contemporary

8

Love

2

Student-Led

Ballroom

9

Blessings

6

Student-Led

Tap

10

Unfinished

24

Teacher-Led

Contemporary
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Costume tops were selected by the researcher and purchased by the theatre department
and the dancers purchased and provided their own pants and black jazz shoes. The theatre
department purchased charcoal gray colored costume tops. The men’s top style was an athletic tshirt and the women’s was a fitted ¾ length sleeve with a cutout in the back. The idea behind
costume selection was to create uniformity while still leaving room for individuality. Students
could select their own style of pants, as long as they were all black, and women could wear any
style or color of undergarment which would be visible in the cutout of their top on the back.
Collaborative Choreography Design
While the concept of the collaborative choreography was for the participants to create
their dance completely on their own, the researcher set up some parameters and guidelines for
group choreography, with the efficacy of those guidelines to be addressed in the discussion
chapter.
One of the collaborative dances had eight participants, while the other had twelve, and
both dances had participants unique to that dance. There were no participants that were in both
dances. Each song was divided into even sections, and the researcher then divided the group of
dancers into sets of two. Each set of partners was assigned a section of that song to choreograph
together, meeting at times they set up at their convenience. The collaboration was amplified
when the group joined together and had to figure out how to join the sections together, including
formation changes and stage placement. This model was created with the hope that each
participant would feel they had equal creative input in the process, regardless of their
choreography experience.
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Dress Rehearsals
Most of the rehearsal process consisted of working on one specific dance in the allotted
time. During the week before performances, however, there were three rehearsals that went
through the whole show in order, allotting twenty minutes per dance, and one hour for the final
dance. Those twenty-minute rehearsals were to show the dancers how the routines would connect
together as a narrative and allow some time for final corrections from the choreographers. Then,
there were three dress rehearsals during the week of performances. The dress rehearsals were
conducted just as a performance would be, without stopping or pausing for any dancer or
technical issues. At the conclusion of each dress rehearsal, the researcher (who also served as the
concert director) provided notes on issues to improve upon as well as notes of encouragement.
Performances
There were five performances of the concert with an approximate forty-five-minute run
time. Admission was charged to general public and students, faculty and staff having free
admission. All but one performance was sold out. There was ambient lighting and pre-show
music for thirty minutes prior to the show opening. Patrons could choose the location of their
seats. Students of the theatre department lighting class designed the lighting plots for each song
as their final project, which helped to set the tone and atmosphere for each number. A blackout
with soft transition music played between each dance to give time for lighting instrument
adjustments and dancer turnover. A curtain call song was played at the conclusion of the
performance. The dancers took a bow and proceeded to the lobby to greet the concert patrons.
The audience response to this inaugural dance concert was overwhelmingly positive. A
total of 435 tickets were sold and several patrons returned for multiple performances. The
researcher received positive feedback from audience members about the clarity of the narrative,
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the inspiration they received from it, and the delight to see all participants fully committing to
each of their routines.
Research Instruments
Each of the research instruments were created with the goal of answering the following
essential questions:
Q1

What similarities and differences are found in the emotional responses to the
different choreographic methods of teacher-led, student-led, and collaborative
choreography?

Q2

How did the emotional responses correlate with the students’ previous dance
experience?

Q3

How did students assess advantages to each choreographic method and how can
that be transferred into the dance classroom?

Surveys
Participants were asked to take various surveys throughout the concert rehearsal process,
and one survey after the conclusion of performances. The first survey was an entrance survey
which was an assessment of each participant’s previous level of dance and choreography
experience as well as their current levels of stress in life in general. The entrance survey had to
be taken prior to the start of any rehearsals for the concert. Once the rehearsal process started
participants were asked to complete three intermittent reflections immediately following a
rehearsal of each different choreographic style of dance: teacher-led, student-led, and
collaborative. The post-survey consisted of questions asking participants to reflect on their
feeling responses throughout the whole concert process, and how their views about dance and
choreography changed. The post-survey was made available to the participants immediately after
the performances concluded. Participants were asked to take the survey within one week of the
final performance. (Appendix C)
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Post-Interviews
Following the close of performances, the researcher asked for volunteers to sign up for
thirty-minute interviews to answer questions expanding on their post-survey answers. Eleven
participants signed up for interviews and provided a variety of feedback.
Class Observation
Throughout the rehearsal process, the researcher attended most of the student-led
rehearsals as an observer. The researcher took notes on the general mood of the room, if there
were any arguments or discussions along with positive and encouraging comments made, and
questions that were asked. Some student responses to student-led choreography might depend on
the student they were learning from, which will be addressed in the discussion chapter.
Data Analysis
The entrance survey contained five quantitative questions inquiring about the
participants’ levels of dance experience, and three qualitative questions asking to expand on their
movement experiences as well as their reason for joining the project, plus the ten-question
quantitative stress questionnaire. The intermittent surveys contained three quantitative questions
asking how often the participants felt a certain way during their most recent rehearsal, and two
qualitative questions asking their favorite and most challenging moment from the most recent
rehearsal. The post-survey contained four quantitative questions asking students to rank their
experiences with the dance concert, and six qualitative questions which asked for explanations of
their experiences with the dance concert process. The interview question responses were all
qualitative in nature and asked participants to elaborate on some of the survey questions and their
experiences with the dance concert process in general.
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CHAPTER IV
DISCUSSION
Participant Goals and Outcome
Reasons for Joining Dance Concert
As stated in the methodology chapter, the participants of this project had a range of
previous dance experience from absolute beginner to advanced. Most participants (90%) fell in
the range of having some to significant previous dance training. When the question was asked
about choreography history, the responses were quite different, as most students felt they had
very little or no choreography experience, with zero students claiming they had significant or
advanced levels of choreography practice.
Table 3: How Would You Label Your Level of Previous Choreography Experience?
Field

Number of
Participants
8

Percentage of
Participants
40

b. A little previous experience/ novice

7

35

c. Some previous experience/ developing

5

25

d. A significant amount of experience/ intermediate

0

0

e. Considerable experience/ advanced

0

0

Total

20

100

a. No experience/absolute beginner

When asked about the reasons why the participants wanted to join this project and what
they hoped to gain from this experience, sixteen of the twenty students stated something to the
effect of wanting to learn something new or grow in their dance abilities. There were a few other
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similar themes, such as wanting to step out of their comfort zones, have fun with their friends, or
grow their choreography abilities. The following statements were made by those students
wanting to challenge themselves: “I love dancing, despite having no training. I hope to learn
something new and expand out of my comfort zone.” “I have little dance experience and want to
cap off my college theatre experience with something outside my regular realm of theatre.” “I
love to dance and become more flexible! I hope to gain a greater appreciation of dance as an art
form, and to feel more comfortable dancing on stage.”
Two students indicated they wanted to gain choreography skills in their reasons for
joining the project: “I greatly enjoy dancing and I have missed it since coming to college, so I am
excited to get back into it. I hope to gain a better understanding of choreographing a dance.” “I
am participating in this program to further my dance experience and my choreography skills.”
Others said they simply want to have a good time with friends or make new friends. “I
joined this production because I enjoy dance and I will be performing alongside my friends. I
hope to gain a great experience with some great people.” “I love to dance and move, and I also
love making new friends and wanted to be involved with dancing with a group and performing
for the public.”
Figure 3 on the next page is a word cloud image containing words from the participants’
answers to the question why they joined this research project. The more often a word was
mentioned in the answers, the larger the word is in the word cloud. In the case of the question
what students hope to gain from participating in this research project, it is noted that the word
“dance” is clearly the largest, other notable words are “love,” “hope,” “experience,” “enjoy,”
“better,” and “gain.” As a result of the demographics of participants together with their reasons
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and goals for joining this project, the atmosphere in rehearsals and performances was generally
positive and encouraging.

Figure 3: Word cloud from entrance survey: reasons for joining dance concert
Participant Responses to
Choreography Methods
Throughout the rehearsal process, students were asked to take surveys immediately
following one rehearsal of each type of choreographic method being researched: teacher-led,
student-led, and collaborative. Students were asked what their favorite moment was from that
particular rehearsal, the most challenging moment, and then asked to rank several different
feelings they experienced during the rehearsal on a quantitative scale.
Teacher-Led Responses
Most participant responses to the teacher-led intermittent survey took place after the large
group finale routine rehearsal, as the only other routine taught by the teacher was a trio of three.
The rehearsals for the large group teacher-led dance took place over two Saturdays for two hours
each, and three one-hour rehearsals during the week before dress rehearsals. The time to teach
and adjust the routine was very condensed due to the limited availability of the twenty-four cast
members. With the large number of students of varying confidence levels and the pressure of
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time, there was a tendency for students to feel unsettled for various reasons. “It was hard not to
lose focus. The rehearsal was either very fast paced or very slow.” “Remembering
choreo[graphy], since it was finished so late, I am having trouble putting all the pieces together,
especially since every chorus is a little different.” “Being pressed for time. Not finishing the
song.” “I think just focusing with the amount of people in the routine.” “Learning the steps that I
missed last week.”
The most common answer to asking what the students’ favorite part of the teacher-led
rehearsals seemed to be the participants seeing everything come together and finishing the
routine. “Getting to finally put the entire dance together with everyone present.” “Running
through the dance at the end.” “The last run through when I felt the most successful.” “The last
time we ran the piece. It was just refreshing to finish off.” “The final run through and seeing all
our growth.”
The figure below asked the participants to rank their feelings response to several
prompts: how often they felt nervous or stressed, how often they felt confident about their
abilities to learn or explore the content presented to them, as well as how often they were
irritated because of things that were outside of their control? After reviewing the figure, some
generalizations can be made about the participant feelings response to these questions. The
rankings of feelings of stress, nerves, or irritation were generally on the lower end of the scale
(meaning the majority of the students sometimes, almost never, or never felt stressed, nervous, or
irritated), while the rankings of feeling confident was higher on the scale (meaning all of students
sometimes, fairly often, or very often felt confidently about the material).
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Scale: 0 = Never, 1 = Almost Never, 2 = Sometimes, 3 = Fairly Often, 4 = Very Often

Figure 4: Emotional response to teacher-led intermittent survey
Student-Led Responses
Six routines were taught by two student choreographers, each student creating three
routines (see Table 3 for numbers of students in each number). If any participant was cast in
more than one student-led number, they were asked to complete the intermittent survey after
only one of the rehearsals, meaning they had the freedom to choose on which dance they wanted
to reflect. One of the common themes of a challenging moment the participants experienced was
one of remembering the choreography and/or the timing, several stating the pace was too quick
for them. “Pace picked up and I was tired.” “Tiny details and quick pace.” “Remembering all the
different sequences.” “Channeling emotions while also completing the dance correctly.” “I lack a
lot of flexibility and experience compared to the other dancers, so I think the thing that was
hardest was keeping up.”
When participants were asked what their favorite moment was from that rehearsal, a
recurring theme of pride in accomplishment is noted, while several others found their favorite
part was having fun in their environment. “After our last run of the dance, our student teacher
hyped us up saying it was our best run and if we did exactly that in the concert, she would be
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happy.” “When we ran it with music the second time and I nailed all the jumps!” “Finishing the
dance and getting better at it.” “Probably goofing around.” “Lots of good laughs, felt like I was
getting somewhere.”
For the emotional response ranking question following the student-led rehearsal, all of
the students ranked their feelings of stress, nerves, and irritation at or below level two (meaning
all students sometimes, almost never, or never felt those feelings during that rehearsal). On the
other hand, the majority of students ranked their confidence level at or above level two (meaning
all students sometimes, fairly often, or very often felt confident with the material presented to
them). It should be noted that only eighteen out of twenty participants completed this survey.

Scale: 0 = Never, 1 = Almost Never, 2 = Sometimes, 3 = Fairly Often, 4 = Very Often

Figure 5: Emotional response to student-led intermittent survey
Collaborative Responses
As stated in the methodology chapter, this project had two different collaborative dance
numbers in the concert, one with eight participants and the other with twelve. The rehearsal
timing was similar to the large-group teacher-led practices as the majority of the rehearsal time
together was on two different Saturdays, two hours long each, with several other shorter
rehearsals as needed. Prior to starting rehearsals, each group had a meeting in a classroom with
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the researcher. The participants listened to the song together and formed an emotional response
listing words of feelings that came to mind while listening. After the emotional response, the
song was divided into sections, and the researcher assigned each section to a pair of students.
The pairs of students were instructed to get together on their own time and choreograph their
assigned section of the dance. Once they arrived to the Saturday rehearsal, each pair would teach
their choreography to the rest of the group, and the whole group decided together how to connect
the different sections with formation changes and movements.
The researcher attempted to have very little involvement in the collaborative process, to
ensure the routines were completely student-created. However, the researcher provided some
input and suggestions for cleaning the collaborative routines during the technical and dress
rehearsals.
When answering the question of what was most challenging during the collaborative
rehearsal, the most common theme was figuring out how to connect each group’s choreography
while respecting all voices in the group. “Too many cooks in the kitchen, at times. Many voices,
not always helping.” “There is no clear vision on the piece, so we don't end up telling a story
with the dance. Things just happen and it feels disjointed.” “Having different ideas and working
through what will work best.” “Getting all the details straight and making sure everyone's voice
is heard. Trying to piece together different pieces of choreography without overstepping.” “The
most challenging part of today’s rehearsal was probably figuring out how to connect each of the
partner parts. After one group ended their section, sometimes it was difficult figuring out how to
move into the next group’s section. We got it eventually :)”
After researcher observations, there seemed to be more frustration with one of the groups
than the other, which could have been due to the difference in size of group, song format,
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personality blending, or a combination of all those things. The researcher felt the need to step in
with more input and suggestion with the larger group as a way to maintain peace or provide a
final say when it seemed the participants were not able to agree on something.
When asked about a favorite moment in the collaborative rehearsal, the most common
theme of responses seemed to coincide with several challenges previously indicated. This may
signify the feeling of accomplishment and joy one can experience when working through
challenges and finding solutions to problems. “Actively compromising and combining ideas to
something the whole group understands and works well.” “Coming up with new steps during an
awkward part of the dance.” “When we were in small groups and we worked together to come up
with a lift and a formation that worked.” “Getting to see people with different dance backgrounds
and experience come together.” “Seeing my choreography come to life and watch it connect with
the other groups choreography.”
As the students ranked their feeling-responses during the collaborative rehearsal, the
feelings of stress or irritation were ranked almost identically, which showed that the majority of
participants stated that they almost never or never felt those ways. The confidence levels were
highest at level three, with twelve participants feeling they were fairly often confident with the
material presented to them.
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Scale: 0 = Never, 1 = Almost Never, 2 = Sometimes, 3 = Fairly Often, 4 = Very Often

Figure 6: Emotional response to collaborative intermittent survey
Post-Survey Responses to
Choreographic Methods
After analyzing the intermittent survey responses, it might come as no surprise which
choreographic methods were the favorite and least favorite. The participants preferred learning
from one individual, with more preferring the student-led process. Two of the students that
stated the teacher-led method was their favorite described their reason, “I think that teacher led is
most familiar to me. Because of my dance experience this version was easy to fall back into, I
knew my place.” “I think overall the dances that were taught by a teacher were just a bit more
organized, due to the fact that Robin already had experience teaching dance.”
Several students that responded with the student-led method as their favorite described
emotions of support and fun throughout the process. “I found the student-led dances to be the
most fun because I enjoy seeing creativity in people. Especially people who I see on a daily
basis.” “I had a difficult time choosing my answer, but I felt like we all wanted our peers to
succeed and we were really eager to learn whatever they taught us.” “I was a little nervous at
first being taught by a student but I soon came to love it. My student-teacher did a very good job
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and she helped us to express more emotion in our dancing. She gave us the freedom to use dance
as an outlet.”
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Figure 7: Post-survey answer to most favorite choreographic method
The overwhelming answer to the question of the least favorite choreographic method was
the collaborative method, with the teacher-led next, and no participants feeling the student-led
was their least favorite. Several responses listed here provide more explanation. “Collaboration
gets harder with more people. When you have a group of peers it's hard to share leadership, some
people want to take all of it others don't want any of it.” “Though I love being able to contribute
ideas I also found it nerve-wracking. I am always afraid someone is going to say my idea was
dumb.” “Not many of us were dancers, and it showed a little in our final choreography. There
was a lot of competing and weird power dynamics involved too, which made the whole process
more frustrating.”
Two of the students that selected the teacher-led method as their least favorite shared
their reasons, “The teacher-led choreography moved at a faster pace than other choreographies.”
“This does not reflect on the teacher, I say this only because of how many people were involved
and when the rehearsal time was. Because there were so many people, the process was slower
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and took far longer, and as I mentioned in the first section, I had rehearsals back-to-back that
always ended with the teacher-led piece.”
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Figure 8: Post-survey answer to least favorite choreographic method
Beliefs and Discoveries Post-Production
When participants were asked to reflect on the most challenging part of the project, from
auditions to final bow of performances, two main themes appeared in their responses: lack of
time/time management and confidence in the material. “The most challenging part of this process
was managing my time between rehearsals and my schoolwork.” “Time management is probably
the most challenging. I had trouble finding time to practice the dances outside of rehearsals.” “I
wish there was more time to add more dances in, and to build deeper relationships with the cast.”
“Confidence was hardest. I have always had issues with confidence when it comes to dance, I
want to do as I’m instructed and do it well but having to choreograph pieces as well was an
added pressure to that. It got better as the process went on but added areas like performance also
changed that attitude.” “Learning at the pace of everyone else.”
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Figure 9: What was most challenging to you throughout the whole process?
Participants were then asked to reflect on a moment that was particularly inspiring to
them throughout the whole process of the dance concert, considering initial rehearsals all the
way up to performances. The most recurring theme with those answers was one of inspiration
from completion of learning and putting the whole story together. The narrative style of the
dance concert was important for the participant’s emotional connection to their movements.
Others received validation from audience members about the clarity of the storyline, which
inspired and validated those participants’ hard work throughout the process. One student stated,
“I think the second to last performance when [participant’s] mom came up to me afterwards. She
told me it all just came together, and the story was clear, and it was just great. That was a
moment like ‘ok we did it it's making sense and the show has the effect we want it to have.’”
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Figure 10: Describe a moment throughout the process that was inspiring to you.
Participants were asked to rank their personal dance ability growth by the conclusion of
the project. Half of the participants felt they saw good improvement, twenty-five percent saw a
little improvement, and the other twenty-five percent saw significant improvement in their dance
ability. These responses speak to the effort and tenacity of the participants going through such a
quick and condensed rehearsal process. Each participant wanted the project to be successful, and
that was apparent to the researcher in her observations of rehearsals and performances.
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Figure 11: Ranking of personal dance ability growth at the conclusion of this project
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As discussed previously, the entrance survey responses showed only two participants
stating that they were interested in learning more about choreography as something they were
hoping to gain from participating. By the conclusion of the project, all students selected interest
in learning more about choreography, with more than half selecting they were very interested.
The participant that selected “other” stated, “I am somewhat interested in learning more about
choreography, but as it stands, I'd rather just learn more about dance. Teach me to dance!”
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Figure 12: Interest in learning more about choreography after completing this project
The researcher believes that because all participants were required to choreograph for the
collaborative method, combined with seeing their peers choreograph and teach whole routines
(student-led), it made the idea of them being able to choreograph much more attainable and
therefore more interesting. When asked how their beliefs about choreography changed
throughout the process, some recurring themes discussed in their responses included
attainability, creativity over terminology knowledge, and meaning or significance behind
movements. On attainability, one participant stated, “I have gained confidence in learning and
doing a choreographed dance and the collaborated dance helped me see how accessible dance
can be for everyone.” Another participant said, “I now realize that you do not need to know the
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terms or have years of dance experience to create something beautiful. In [our dance] I believe
that we clearly expressed the song without having much dance experience.” One participant
shared about creative freedoms with collaboration, “I think my beliefs changed because I saw
how choreography was a process rather than a prescribed set of moves, and how dance can be
shaped and molded over time as dancers add their own expressions to it.” And finally, some
participants commented on new realizations of meaning and significance in dance. “I have
realized that choreography can go deeper and mean more than just what meets the eye.” “I
learned more about the meaning behind the choreography.” “…Now I view dance as also a
healing technique.”
Related to interest in learning more about choreography, one of the interview questions
was “if there were no limits in life, how would you like to make dance part of your future?” One
of the volunteer participants stated she would be interested in exploring dance therapy. This
participant had earlier claimed a psychology major at some point during the dance concert
rehearsal process. It’s possible the emotional connections and creative exploration through
movement inspired her to consider studying dance therapy in the future.
The final question to discuss is the one asking students to express what they learned
about themselves by telling a story through dance. There were very strong themes of dance
advocacy through new realizations of the mind and body connection, dance as confidence
building and therapeutic, and the efficacy of telling stories without verbal communication. All
but one of the participants shared previous acting experience or having theatre background, and
some strong connections were made between performing verbally while using body language
and performing through dance and communicating non-verbally. Other participants rediscovered
a passion for dance they had forgotten about, while others found a new passion for movement
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arts and narrative dancing. Finally, and arguably most importantly, some dancers discovered and
grew their self-confidence, found dance as a way to express their own emotions, and learned to
look inward for validation rather than worrying what a spectator might think or say. Table five
contains all twenty responses of what students learned about themselves through this process.
Each response displays various levels of self-reflection as well as participant individuality and
growth.
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Table 4: Post-Survey Question 9 Participant Responses
What did you learn about yourself by telling a story through dance?
I learned how much I love dance. I always knew it but being able to express it artistically just
reminded me of this passion.
I learned it does not matter how much experience you have. Everyone has something to
contribute.
For lots of reasons, I have struggled to express myself through my body; normally I express
myself through my facial expressions or through music. This really encouraged me to do
something that I have so desperately wanted to do yet haven't had the courage to do.
How my whole body is involved with emotion and storytelling.
I learned that I really enjoy telling a story with movement. It is a very special way to connect
with people.
I learned that story telling is more than words or character actions. A story can be told by how a
dancer moves through a space and how rapid, slow, rash, or calm they move.
I think too much about what other people are thinking. It took me until opening night to come
to the conclusion that what other people are thinking about me or the dance doesn't matter, as
long as I am having fun and know why I'm there.
I learned that dance is a great outlet. I often found myself looking forward to dance practice
because I could set aside the struggles I had in that day and just move my body. For the show I
loved getting to express myself and help the audience see what I was feeling.
I learned that I am capable of a lot more than I let myself believe. I learned that things were not
utterly hopeless for me. I learned that people do not look down on me. I think because of this
project I was able to step outside of myself a little bit and see things for how they really are,
instead of listening to the negative narrative that I constructed for myself in my head.
I learned that telling a story through dance is a unique experience for everyone and should be
taken as a personal opportunity.
Something I learned about myself by telling this story is that dancing involves many different
aspects of theatre: movement, response, acting, and emotion. There is a very vulnerable side to
movement, and I think I surprised myself with this. I'm more used to acting and showing
emotion and vulnerability with body language and speaking, but I learned that I can do this with
body movements too - even in a graceful way - throughout this project. Second, I didn't know
how much movement could truly tell a story. A simple gesture allows the crowd to understand
the inner thoughts and feelings of the dancer.
I learned about how to let my emotions fuel my body movement, especially in some of the
slower dances where there was time in the choreography to rest/ do our own movements. I also
learned how to portray a character on my face and allow my body to tell part of the story.
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Table 4, continued
What did you learn about yourself by telling a story through dance?
I learned so much about the storytelling side of dance. Dancers are often known for their wild
facial expressions and excessive movements for storytelling, but as we were far closer to the
audience than at some recitals, it was so much fun to play with the strength of those
expressions. We could be so intentional yet subtle about our expressiveness with each song.
I learned that dance is really helpful for me to express my emotions through the way I move,
and it has helped me navigate the emotions that I've been feeling the last few weeks. It helps me
get things out in a way that isn't harmful to anyone.
I got to be able to use my personal stories and situations to create a safe place and inspire the
audience.
I rediscovered my passion for dance and theatre and how the two go hand in hand.
I was reminded how much I love performing. Once I stopped thinking of it like a dance and
started thinking of it as a performance, it all clicked. Dancing, I'm out of my zone. Acting, I am
completely at ease.
Using repetition of moves and themes can help the story feel coherent.
I learned about some of my priorities and what I want for my life and where I am in my life.
How much I enjoy dance and expressing myself in that way.
Stress Survey Question Analysis
The final series of questions in both the entrance survey and the post-survey asked
participants to rank their feelings of stress through several types of questions. Rankings were
made on a numerical scale of zero to four, zero meaning never feeling a certain way, four
meaning feeling a certain way very often. As stated in the surveys, these questions were asked to
determine the students’ stress level at the beginning of the choreographic project and at its end to
see whether there were changes in their stress from participation in the project. While many
factors contribute to a person’s stress level, the likelihood of this dance concert project having a
significant influence is conceivable. The questionnaire asked students to reflect over the past
month at the time of taking the survey, and the rehearsal and performance process took place
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over almost exactly one month. The performance dates for this project took place a week prior to
final exams for the semester, which likely had a significant impact on responses also.
Participants reported an increase in the amount of time they felt they could not overcome
difficulties, however there was a reported decrease in the amount of time feeling angered by
things outside of their control. Participants responses also showed an increase of feeling things
were going their way, but a decrease in feeling confident about their ability to solve personal
problems, and a decrease in feeling upset because of something that happened unexpectedly.
There was nearly no change in responses to the following questions: how often have you felt you
were on top of things, how often have you been able to control irritations in your life, how often
have you felt you could not cope with all you had to do, how often have you felt nervous or
“stressed,” and how often have you felt you were unable to control the important things in your
life?
4 = Very Often

3 = Fairly Often

2 = Sometimes

1 = Almost Never

0 = Never

In the last month, how often have you felt difficulties were
piling up so high that you could not overcome them?
In the last month, how often have you been angered
because of things that were outside of your control?
In the last month, how often have you felt that you were on
top of things?
In the last month, how often have you been able to control
irritations in your life?
In the last month, how often have you found that you could
not cope with all the things that you had to do?
In the last month, how often have you felt that things were
going your way?
In the last month, how often have you felt confident about
your ability to handle your personal problems?
In the last month, how often have you felt nervous and
“stressed”?
In the last month, how often have you felt that you were
unable to control the important things in your life?
In the last month, how often have you been upset because
of something that happened unexpectedly?
0

Figure 13: Entrance survey stress responses
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Figure 14: Post-survey stress responses
While there are some apparent changes between the entrance survey and post-survey
answers to the stress questionnaire, the differences are not substantial enough to be able to
identify if this project had direct correlation with the changes.
Summary
While participants generally expressed a preference for the student-led choreography,
most were able to find benefits and positive aspects for the teacher-led and collaborative method
as well. Students with less previous dance experience felt unequipped to be choreographing at
the beginning of the process, but found they were more than capable after performances and
finding inspiration from their peers. The narrative style of the dance concert seemed to be an
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effective way to share dance as an art, as many students found satisfaction seeing the whole
show and storyline come together.
Throughout all choreographic methods, the students appeared to desire a person of
authority for each routine, whether it was a peer or teacher. The collaborative method left too
much room for discussion with no one feeling like they had the authority to make final decisions.
This information is useful for a successful student-centered classroom; the teacher facilitating
learning and keeping the class organized but providing students with the opportunity to learn
from each other and everyone’s individual creativity.
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CHAPTER V
CONCLUSION
The goal of this project was to discover the feeling responses of college students to
teacher-led, student-led, and collaborative choreography to determine the importance of a
balance between teacher-led and student-centered instruction. Students of varied dance
backgrounds participated in the project and took surveys about their experiences throughout the
process.
Outcome and Limitations
of this Project
Participants found their dance abilities improved over the course of this project as well as
growth in their choreography skills. Students that had never previously choreographed found
they were more than capable and were able to look at choreography with a new mentality. There
was a preference toward the student-led choreographic method because students were inspired by
their peers and enjoyed the comradery. The least favorite choreographic method was the
collaborative method. The frustrations that came with this method speak to the student desire to
have a leader in the dance creation process, whether it’s a teacher or a student/peer. Throughout
all choreographic methods, even when there were difficulties or frustrations, participants were
still able to find benefits and personal growth. The participant responses to this project have
shown that a teacher-led student-centered philosophy encourages growth in creativity, critical
thinking, confidence, interpersonal skills, and adaptability.
One of the limitations of this project was the structure of the teacher-led dances. The
teacher was also the researcher, which could have affected the outcome of this study. The
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number of routines choreographed and taught by the teacher was also a limitation. The only
experience most participants had with the teacher was in a large group (the other routine was a
trio), and outcome would have been affected if participants had more opportunity to work with
the teacher in smaller groups or with more rehearsals.
Time constraints were also a limitation of this study. Participants may have felt less
pressure or feelings of being rushed if there was a longer rehearsal process, however the
availability of students and rehearsal spaces prohibited a more relaxed schedule.
Another limitation of this study might be the styles of dance that were choreographed and
taught. If there was a wider variety of styles of dance, such as classical ballet, jazz, or musical
theatre, the outcome may have shown different emotional responses. However, the purpose of
this study was to be inclusive of all abilities and experience levels, so including a dance style
with strict terminology such as ballet, may have caused students with little experience to feel
behind or lost.
The vision or preparation for the collaborative choreographic method may have also been
a limitation of this study. Several participants stated feeling unprepared or unclear about what
they were supposed to do, as well as feeling like there were a lot of duplicate movements
because it wasn’t known what others would choreograph.
Finally, the intermittent survey responses had the limitation of only being requested after
one rehearsal of a particular choreographic method. If a student had a particularly negative or
frustrating rehearsal, or simply out of the ordinary, and that is the rehearsal about which they
took the intermittent survey, a clear vision of those rehearsals is not attained because we only
have a small sample of data collection.
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Recommendations for
Further Research
If researching this same topic in the future, using a classroom setting would be beneficial,
although many pedagogical techniques can be utilized in both the classroom and rehearsal space.
If using a classroom setting, the issue of time constraints might also be addressed by being able
to utilize the scheduled class time for research purposes instead of finding extra time for
rehearsals.
More than one teacher or a teacher who is not the researcher, along with more variety of
teacher-led opportunities is also recommended to encourage a wider range of responses from
participants. More journaling or self-reflection requirements is also recommended throughout the
rehearsal process, ideally after every rehearsal to obtain the most accurate feeling responses
throughout the project duration.
Creating a different structure for the collaborative process might be helpful to get a more
positive outcome for students. Providing time for several meetings or discussions about creating
vision for the collaborative dance might also be helpful, while ensuring each student is able to
offer creative input for the choreography. The collaborative method was frustrating for some
students as they worked with multiple personalities under no clear leadership. However,
participants learned about working with others in a way that encourages all voices to be heard,
learned when to speak up and when to let go of control, and found ways to peacefully disagree.
Summary
In conclusion, the researcher found that a successful student-centered learning
environment can be achieved with students of many different dance backgrounds and
experiences. Students appreciate the structure of a teacher-led environment, but also thrive off
the creativity of their peers, providing inspiration to one another. When there is a variety of
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dance backgrounds in a classroom or rehearsal space, given there is a positive and encouraging
atmosphere, all students can learn and grow in their own abilities, both physically and mentally.
Ultimately, through reflection and discussion, encouragement and validation, students will learn
that all bodies are able to dance and tell meaningful stories through the artistry of movement.
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Title of Project: Who’s Teaching Whom? A Dance Concert Exploring Teacher-Led, StudentLed, and Collaborative Choreographic Methods
Entrance Survey
Date: _______________
Participant Code: _______________
*This survey will be uploaded and distributed through Qualtrics
1. How would you label your level of previous dance experience?
a. No experience/absolute beginner
b. A little previous experience/ novice
c. Some previous experience/ developing
d. A significant amount of experience/ intermediate
e. Considerable experience/ advanced
2. Please tell us about the type of dance experiences you have participated in (select
all that apply).
a. Large group pieces
b. Small to medium group pieces (4-10 dancers)
c. Duos or trios
d. Solos
e. Other:______________________________________
3. What styles of dance have you had formal training in (select all that apply and
enter the number of years with each of the selected styles)?
a. Ballet, Number of years:______
b. Jazz, Number of years:______
c. Hip-Hop, Number of years:______
d. Tap, Number of years:______
e. Contemporary/Modern, Number of years:______
f. Musical Theatre, Number of years:______
g. Ballroom, Number of years:______
h. Liturgical/Sacred, Number of years:______
i. Cultural/Social, Number of years:______
j. Other: specify dance genre and years of experience:
__________________________________________
4. How would you label your level of previous choreography experience?
a. No experience/ absolute beginner
b. A little previous experience/ novice
c. Some previous experience/ developing
d. A significant amount of experience/ intermediate
e. Considerable experience/ advanced
5. If you have any choreography experience, please select what kinds of experience
you have had in the past. If you have never choreographed before, skip to question 6.
a. Large group pieces
b. Small to medium group pieces (4-10 dancers)
c. Duos or trios
d. Solos choreographed for someone else
e. Solos choreographed for yourself
f. Other:______________________________________
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Please tell us about other forms of movement you have studied such as Yoga,
Pilates, Martial Arts, etc.
7. Please discuss any acting, directing or other theatrical experience you may have
that is not directly dance related.
8. Please tell us about your reasons for joining this dance concert production and
what you hope to gain from participating.
6.

The questions in this scale ask you about your feelings and thoughts during the last month. In
each case, you will be asked to indicate by selecting how often you felt or thought a certain way.
These questions are asked to determine the students’ stress level at the beginning of the
choreographic project and at its end to see whether there were changes in their stress from
participation in the project.
0 = Never 1 = Almost Never
2 = Sometimes
3 = Fairly Often
4 = Very
Often
1. In the last month, how often have you been upset because of something that
happened unexpectedly?
01234
2. In the last month, how often have you felt that you were unable to control the
important things in your life?
01234
3. In the last month, how often have you felt nervous and “stressed”?
01234
4. In the last month, how often have you felt confident about your ability to handle
your personal problems?
01234
5. In the last month, how often have you felt that things were going your way?
01234
6. In the last month, how often have you found that you could not cope with all the
things that you had to do?
01234
7. In the last month, how often have you been able to control irritations in your life?
01234
8. In the last month, how often have you felt that you were on top of things?
01234
9. In the last month, how often have you been angered because of things that were
outside of your control?
01234
10. In the last month, how often have you felt difficulties were piling up so high that
you could not overcome them?
01234
Perceived Stress Scale is from: Cohen, S. and Williamson, G. Perceived Stress in a Probability
Sample of the United States. Spacapan, S. and Oskamp, S. (Eds.) The Social Psychology of
Health. Newbury Park, CA: Sage, 1988.
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Title of Project: Who’s Teaching Whom? A Dance Concert Exploring Teacher-Led, StudentLed, and Collaborative Choreographic Methods
Intermittent Reflections (to be completed three times throughout the rehearsal process)
Date: _______________
Participant Code: _______________
*This reflection will be uploaded and distributed through Qualtrics
1. Which type of rehearsal did you just complete?
a. Teacher-Led
b. Student-Led
c. Collaborative
2. What was your favorite moment of today’s rehearsal?
3. What was most challenging about today’s rehearsal?
The questions in this scale ask you about your feelings and thoughts during this one rehearsal. In
each case, you will be asked to indicate by selecting how often you felt or thought a certain
way.
0 = Never 1 = Almost Never
2 = Sometimes
3 = Fairly Often
4 = Very
Often
1. During this rehearsal, how often did you feel nervous and “stressed”?
01234
2. During this rehearsal, how often did you feel confident about your abilities to
learn or explore the content presented to you?
01234
3. During this rehearsal, how often were you irritated because of things that were
outside of your control?
01234
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Title of Project: Who’s Teaching Whom? A Dance Concert Exploring Teacher-Led, StudentLed, and Collaborative Choreographic Methods
Post-Survey
Date: _______________
Participant Code: _______________
*This survey will be uploaded and distributed through Qualtrics
1.
Of the choreography experiences you encountered (teacher-led, student-led, and
collaborative), which experience was your most favorite?
a. Teacher-led
b. Student-led
c. Collaborative
2.
Briefly explain your answer to question 1
3.
Of the choreography experiences you encountered (teacher-led, student-led, and
collaborative), which experience was your least favorite?
a. Teacher-led
b. Student-led
c. Collaborative
4.
Briefly explain your answer to question 3
5.
What was most challenging to you throughout the whole process (from first
meeting until final performance bow).
6.
Describe a moment throughout the process that was inspiring to you.
7.
How would you rank your personal dance ability growth at the conclusion of this
project?
a. I saw no improvement in my dance knowledge or ability
b. I saw a little improvement in my dance knowledge or ability
c. I saw a good improvement in my dance knowledge or ability
d. I saw a significant improvement in my dance knowledge or ability
8.
How have your beliefs about choreography changed after experiencing this dance
project?
9.
What did you learn about yourself by telling a story through dance?
10.
How would you rank your interest in learning more about choreography after
completing this project?
a. Little to no interest in learning more about choreography
b. Somewhat interested in learning more about choreography
c. Very interested in learning more about choreography
d. Other: _______________________________________________
The questions in this scale ask you about your feelings and thoughts during the last month. In
each case, you will be asked to indicate by circling how often you felt or thought a certain
way. These questions are asked to determine the students’ stress level at the beginning of the
choreographic project and at its end to see whether there were changes in their stress from
participation in the project.
0 = Never 1 = Almost Never
2 = Sometimes
3 = Fairly Often
4 = Very
Often
1. In the last month, how often have you been upset because of something that
happened unexpectedly?
01234
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2. In the last month, how often have you felt that you were unable to control the
important things in your life?
01234
3. In the last month, how often have you felt nervous and “stressed”?
01234
4. In the last month, how often have you felt confident about your ability to handle
your personal problems?
01234
5. In the last month, how often have you felt that things were going your way?
01234
6. In the last month, how often have you found that you could not cope with all the
things that you had to do?
01234
7. In the last month, how often have you been able to control irritations in your life?
01234
8. In the last month, how often have you felt that you were on top of things?
01234
9. In the last month, how often have you been angered because of things that were
outside of your control?
01234
10. In the last month, how often have you felt difficulties were piling up so high that
you could not overcome them?
01234
Perceived Stress Scale is from: Cohen, S. and Williamson, G. Perceived Stress in a Probability
Sample of the United States. Spacapan, S. and Oskamp, S. (Eds.) The Social Psychology of
Health. Newbury Park, CA: Sage, 1988.
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Title of Project: Who’s Teaching Whom? A Dance Concert Exploring Teacher-Led, StudentLed, and Collaborative Choreographic Methods
In-Depth Interview
Date: _______________
Participant Code: _______________
The following interview questions will be asked of 3-4 volunteers after they have completed the
post-survey. The questions will clarify or review the responses on the survey.
1. Can you tell me more about your dance training prior to this project?
2. In what dance genre or style was your previous choreography?
3. Why was one of the choreography experiences in this project your favorite?
4. Why was one of the choreography experiences in this project your least favorite?
5. What made a part of this project the most challenging?
6. What for you was the most inspiring moment during this project?
7. I noticed you seemed to have a (positive or negative) body language during
_________________ (dance or choreography style), tell me about what you were
feeling in those moments?
8. If there were no limits in life, how would you like dance to be part of your life in
the future?
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